I placed this class of ___________________________.

TOP PAIR REASONS

I placed ______ over ______ in the top pair because she/he was: (circle all the answers that describe your reasons or write your own reasons on the line below)

Heavier Muscled  Pounds Heavier  Higher Volume  Wider Based  More Structurally Correct  More Correct Leanness

I grant that ______ was: (circle all the answers that describe your reasons or write your own reasons on the line below)

Heavier Muscled  Pounds Heavier  Higher Volume  Wider Based  More Structurally Correct  More Correct Leanness

But I faulted ______ because she was: (circle all the answers that describe your reasons or write your own reasons on the line below)

Light Muscled  Smaller, Lighter Weight  Lower Volumed  Narrow Based  Structurally Incorrect  Too Lean  Too Fat

MIDDLE PAIR REASONS

I placed ______ over ______ in the middle pair because she was: (circle all the answers that describe your reasons or write your own reasons on the line below)

Heavier Muscled  Pounds Heavier  Higher Volume  Wider Based  More Structurally Correct  More Correct Leanness

I grant that ______ was: (circle all the answers that describe your reasons or write your own reasons on the line below)

Heavier Muscled  Pounds Heavier  Higher Volume  Wider Based  More Structurally Correct  More Correct Leanness

But I faulted ______ because she was: (circle all the answers that describe your reasons or write your own reasons on the line below)

Light Muscled  Smaller, Lighter Weight  Lower Volumed  Narrow Based  Structurally Incorrect  Too Lean  Too Fat

BOTTOM PAIR REASONS

I placed ______ over ______ in the bottom pair because she was: (circle all the answers that describe your reasons or write your own reasons on the line below)

Heavier Muscled  Pounds Heavier  Higher Volume  Wider Based  More Structurally Correct  More Correct Leanness

I grant that ______ was: (circle all the answers that describe your reasons or write your own reasons on the line below)

Heavier Muscled  Pounds Heavier  Higher Volume  Wider Based  More Structurally Correct  More Correct Leanness

But I faulted ______ and placed her last because she was: (circle all the answers that describe your reasons or write your own reasons on the line below)

Light Muscled  Smaller, Lighter Weight  Lower Volumed  Narrow Based  Structurally Incorrect  Too Lean  Too Fat